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As the year is quickly coming to an end we would like to
thank you for your partnership and wish you a very Happy
Holiday and a prosperous New Year!
 
SBI Software is more than just a tool. We are a highly skilled part of your
team, dedicated to helping you drive results and revenue.
 

We understand the struggle of staff turnover, the expense of onboarding, and a

constant change within the industry. SBI’s suite of tools provides a stable platform

you can rely on. 

 

Our software is better than ever, and we are working hard to increase predictability

of when features will be released. We have brought on additional team members

and are focused on creating a one-stop-shop for your business.

 
Did you know that our app offers shareable analytics? You can gain visibility

with Analytics BI of all critical metrics and share it with all the right team members to

drive the team. You can only improve what you measure and you gain the most if

you make it visible to the entire team.

Team Member Spotlight - Aaron Allison
As a Co-founder, Aaron has been with SBI since the beginning....April 1, 2001. (No
Joke!)
 
While Aaron has worn many hats over the years, he is currently SBI’s head of
sales.  His leadership has helped SBI software grow to manage over $2.5 billion in
client sales per year.
 
Aaron focuses on what he loves the most and what has made SBI successful from
the beginning: Interacting with clients to ‘grow’ their business!

“Teaching clients how to be the most

efficient, while still getting accurate

inventory visibility is my thing. My

favorite part of the business is Client

Contact and working with great people,

who have built great businesses.”
 
Thanks, Aaron!

Weekly Maintenance
Scheduled Every Tuesday
Maintenance may occur between 6pm

and Midnight local time every Tuesday.

Downtime is expected to be two hours

or less.

Access Anywhere
Access SBI on your desktop, mobile

device, tablet and more!

 

If you have questions, visit our Live Chat or create a case via the Client Tool

and our support team will be there to help!

 
Reminder: Weekly maintenance is scheduled every Tuesday. Maintenance may occur between 6pm and

Midnight local time. Downtime is expected to be two hours or less.
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